as found by Huguet et al. (1999;  for similar effects in the real or imaginary presence of a coactor, see dumas, Huguet, & Ayme, 2005; Huguet, dumas, & Monteil, 2004) .
However, there are some problems with this account. First, dCT predicts that audience presence leads to the use of a restricted range of cues. Although some research supports this notion (Muller, Atezeni, & Butera, 2004) , other research suggests this would not reduce Stroop interference. For example, Chen (2003) found that narrowing attentional focus increased, rather than decreased, interference. Second, dCT is an "early selection" account, in that it assumes that social presence reduces the likelihood of processing the distractor. Consistent with this idea, Huguet et al. (1999) found that recognition memory for the distractor words was reduced in the presence condition, as one would expect, if word meaning was filtered out. However, this was not replicated in more recent experiments, despite reduced Stroop interference being found (see dumas et al., 2005; Huguet et al., 2004) . This pattern of reduced Stroop interference with intact recognition suggests a "late selection" account of social facilitation in the Stroop task: The distractor is processed as normal, but is then strongly inhibited before a response is selected.
Distractor Inhibition
It is commonly accepted that inhibition of undesirable stimuli is important for attentional selection. One impor-one with a 32-msec rSI. rTs increase as rSI decreases (rabbitt & Maylor, 1991) ; one suggestion is that reducing rSI prevents adequate preparation for each trial (rabbitt, 1980; Sharma & McKenna, 2001) . If social facilitation is also dependent on cognitive control processes that occur in the interval between successive trials, using an rSI of 32 msec should reduce their influence. In contrast, early selection processes, such as those described in dCT, are less affected by cognitive control and so should be unaffected by manipulations of rSI.
Mere Effort
Our late selection approach comes close to Harkins's (2006; Jamieson & Harkins, 2007) "mere effort" account of social facilitation. This states that the potential for evaluation that accompanies social presence motivates the participants to do well, which potentiates their dominant response tendency. This would increase Stroop interference. However, when the dominant response is easily identified as incorrect, participants under evaluation are especially motivated to inhibit it; and this requires time and cognitive resources.
Consistent with these arguments, McFall, Jamieson, and Harkins (2009) found that experimenter evaluation only reduced Stroop interference when the response deadline was late enough (2 sec) for cognitive inhibition to operate (as in Huguet et al., 1999 , where there was no deadline). Faced with a shorter deadline (750 msec or 1 sec), participants showed no difference in rT interference when subject to evaluation, but made more errors on incongruent trials. 1 Thus, the mere-effort account and our late-selection approach both assume that social fatant feature of inhibition is that it builds relatively slowly, peaking some time after stimulus onset (see eimer, 1999; eimer & Schlaghecken, 1998; Houghton & Tipper, 1994; ridderinkhof, van den Wildenberg, Wijnen, & Burle, 2004) . This buildup of inhibition is central to our account of social facilitation, so this experiment aimed to measure it directly, using a method developed by ridderinkhof and colleagues (ridderinkhof, 2002; ridderinkhof, Scheres, Oosterlaan, & Sergeant, 2005; ridderinkhof et al., 2004) . Any Stroop experiment yields two response-time (rT) distributions, one for incongruent trials, and one for control trials ( Figure 1A ). The horizontal (rT) difference between the two distributions represents the amount of Stroop interference. This difference can be plotted against overall rT, producing a delta plot ( Figure 1B) , which shows how interference develops with time in the "average" trial.
Typically, interference increases monotonically with rT, since the two distributions are not tied to each other and the incongruent distribution has a longer tail. Inhibition can decrease interference, but because inhibition is reactive and builds slowly, its effects will be stronger for longer rTs. Inhibition will therefore tend to flatten the later part of the delta plot. Where interference decreases at longer rTs, this is diagnostic of strong inhibition (squares in Figure 1 ). This is the first time in social facilitation research that an experiment has looked for such a pattern in social presence.
The effects of cognitive control on task performance also depend on the interval between successive stimuli. In our study, participants completed two blocks of Stroop trials, one with the 1,000-msec response-stimulus interval (rSI) typical of social facilitation Stroop experiments, and (1994). The data of 1 participant, who misunderstood the instructions, were excluded. Mean rTs were subjected to a 2 3 2 3 2 3 2 mixed ANOVA, with trial type, rSI, social context, and order of the rSI blocks as factors.
Not surprisingly, there was a significant 
Time Course Analyses
rT distributions were examined for evidence of distractor inhibition, as described by ridderinkhof et al. (2005; ridderinkhof et al., 2004) . rTs were divided by participant and condition, and rank ordered. rTs over 3,000 msec were excluded as errors; this did not greatly affect the pattern of results, however. remaining observations were divided into four "bins" of nine rTs per condition per participant. The mean rT for each incongruent bin was then compared with that for the corresponding control bin to yield a "delta" or interference score (see Figure 3) . cilitation of Stroop performance is rooted in the late inhibition of word information. However, research so far has neglected the rT distribution, which is crucial to the inhibition argument.
METhoD Participants
Forty-eight university students (24 males) were paid £2 for participation.
Design and Materials
The experiment employed a 2 3 2 3 2 mixed design with two within-participants factors-trial type (incongruent color word, control) and rSI (32 msec, 1,000 msec)-and one between-participants factor-social context (alone, presence).
Stimuli comprised the incongruent color words red, Blue, yellow, and green, and control strings of "1"s of equal length to these words, appearing once in each of the other three colors and repeated three times each, to form 72 randomly ordered trials for each rSI condition. A practice phase of 128 trials comprised the words taBle, chair, rug, lamp, deSk, mirror, ShelF, and SoFa, presented four times in each color. Stimuli were presented centrally against a black background using a computer (dell Inspiron 510M) running e-Prime 1.1.4.1. responses were made using a PST response box, with four buttons labeled with the four target colors. Participants were tested in a laboratory with a seat placed directly to the right of the screen, so that the confederate was clearly visible in the "presence" condition.
Procedure
Participants were recruited by an experimenter of the opposite gender. The Stroop task was described, and the requirement to respond to the colors as quickly and accurately as possible, while ignoring the words, was emphasized. The experimenter said that they were conducting another study in the adjacent room and that he/she had to wait outside for another participant. The participants were instructed to call the experimenter when they had completed the practice trials. The rSI was always 32 msec during practice.
The experimental phase consisted of two blocks with a short break. The blocks were identical, except that one employed an rSI of 32 msec and the other an rSI of 1,000 msec, with order counterbalanced across participants.
In the "presence" condition, the experimenter said that another participant had arrived for the adjacent experiment but that the computer had developed a fault; the experimenter then asked if the confederate could sit in the room while this was fixed, explaining that the other experiment presented auditory stimuli to which the confederate could not be exposed. None refused to allow this. The confederate sat in the only available seat, next to the screen. The experimenter said that the participant was completing a Stroop task, and asked if the confederate knew anything about the task: the confederate replied in the negative. The confederate was always of the same gender as the participant. during the experimental trials, the confederate looked at the participants' faces and hands during 40 trials from each block, and read a book for the remaining 32. This replicates Huguet et al.'s (1999) procedure, in which participants were observed 60%-70% of the time. The experimenter left the room during the task in both the alone and presence conditions. 2
RESulTS

RTs
Correct rTs (95.43% of the data) were subjected to a nonrecursive outlier-trimming procedure (removing a further 2.41%) as described by Van Selst and Jolicoeur the participant from adequately preparing for each trial. This is consistent with an inhibition account of social facilitation.
The delta plots also suggest that social facilitation in the long rSI condition occurred because of distractor inhibition: ridderinkhof et al. (2005) stated that a decreasing plot provides the strongest evidence of inhibition. These new data suggest that the distractors are not deselected and left unprocessed, as suggested by dCT, but provide the first strong evidence for a later, reactive process.
The present findings also partially support Harkins's (2006) "mere effort" account of social facilitation. According to this account, evaluation motivates the participant and potentiates the prepotent response, but this is corrected when the response deadline is long enough to make a correction (leading to facilitation in the Stroop task; McFall et al., 2009) . Here there was no significant decrease in rT in the presence condition, which contradicts a motivational account. Our study also had no response deadline, which, according to Harkins, should allow distractor inhibition to occur in motivated (observed) participants. The delta plots indeed show strong inhibition, in the long rSI/presence condition. No inhibition was found, however, in the short rSI/presence condition. This indicates that a late response deadline is not sufficient for distractor inhibition/ correction to occur. As suggested above, it seems that social facilitation is also dependent on cogniThe critical variable when analyzing delta plots is the point at which the two lines, here the alone and presence conditions, diverge. To this end, mean gradients between the bins were calculated. Planned comparisons on the long-rSI condition revealed a marginal difference between the alone and presence conditions for the period between Bins 1 and 2 [t(44) 5 1.98, p 5 .054], no difference between Bins 2 and 3 [t(44) 5 1.11, p 5 .28], and a significant difference between Bins 3 and 4 [t(44) 5 2.96, p , .01]. This indicates that the alone and presence conditions had fully diverged by the end of the rT distribution. Planned comparisons on the short-rSI condition revealed that the alone and presence conditions did not diverge (all ts , 1.1, ps . .3). In summary, these plots show that interference increases with rT in the short-rSI (both alone and presence) and long-rSI/alone conditions. However, in the long-rSI/ presence condition, the interference never rises: It is flat and then falls.
DISCuSSIon
This study replicates previous work showing that the presence of others reduces Stroop interference with a 1,000-msec rSI (Huguet et al., 1999) , but in addition shows that this reduction does not occur, as expected, with a 32-msec rSI. It seems that short rSIs can prevent efficient attentional control, perhaps by preventing the session was to give their general impression about this new task. Klauer et al. hypothesized that this introduced a second task (impression formation) in addition to the Stroop task itself. Participants performing alone were more likely to spend time inspecting the more interesting incongruent trials, leading to very high interference. Klauer et al. replicated unusually large Stroop interference in the alone/impression formation-instruction condition. However, social presence still tended to be associated with reduced Stroop interference when the dual task instruction was removed, at least when participants performed alone first, with the presence condition second. 4 The present research refutes Klauer et al.'s (2008) position. Here, the dual task instructions were removed, but tive control processes that occur in the interval between successive trials, such as preparation. Thus, the present results offer the first evidence that inhibition can be affected online by the presence of other people, provided there is sufficient time to prepare for each trial. 3 This is the key contribution of the present article.
Another contribution merits attention. noted that the Stroop interference in Huguet et al.'s (1999) experiment was unusually large in the alone condition, and argued that Huguet et al.'s social facilitation effects were in fact an artifact of this. To minimize evaluation apprehension, Huguet et al.'s (1999) participants were told that the computer was not yet programmed to record their responses, and that the goal of the social facilitation remained, at least under long rSI, as expected. However, it remains possible that the present findings result from participants' spending more time on incongruent trials when they are not under time pressure (i.e., the long-rSI condition) and are less motivated to perform quickly (when they are not being observed). Neither the alone/long-rSI condition nor the presence/long-rSI condition differed from either of the short-rSI conditions in terms of overall interference (ts , 1.4, ps . .17), but the time course analyses are arguably more revealing: When overall mean gradients were calculated for the four delta plots in Figure 3 , planned comparisons revealed that the alone/long-rSI plot was steeper than the presence/ longrSI plot [t (44) The presence/long-rSI plot did not differ from either short-rSI plot (ts , 1.4, ps . .18). These results may suggest that, for long rSIs, participants are indeed inhibiting less than usual in the alone condition, rather than inhibiting more than usual in the presence condition. However, this assumes that participants respond more quickly in the presence of the confederate, and this effect was not found. Furthermore, it is unclear whether the absolute gradient of the delta plot is interpretable to the same degree as its shape (ridderinkhof et al., 2005) . There is a qualitative difference in the shape of the alone/long-rSI plot compared with the other three, in that it never rises, and actually decreases at longer rTs. This is impossible to account for in terms of Klauer et al.'s account. Further research should differentiate between Klauer et al.'s account of social facilitation and ours, perhaps by increasing the interest value of control stimuli.
Finally, future research should clarify whether the supposedly anodyne presence of the experimenter also makes a difference regarding distractor inhibition. This is an important question for experimental psychology in general, as there is always an experimenter present at some points in time during the experimental session. McFall et al.'s (2009) findings show that participants' performance can be affected by their beliefs as to how interested the experimenter is on individual performance. Another important question is whether the experimenter's physical presence can also make a difference: earlier social facilitation findings suggest it does (for a review, see Guerin, 1993) . Given the present findings, this presence should be influential even when participants believe the experimenter's focus is on collective performance, a thought that merits special attention in future research.
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